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Abstract. In Part II of this sequence to our previous paper for the 3-dimensional Euler equations
[8], we investigate potential singularity of the n-diemnsional axisymmetric Euler equations with Cα

initial vorticity for a large range of α. We use the adaptive mesh method to solve the n-dimensional
axisymmetric Euler equations and use the scaling analysis and dynamic rescaling method to examine
the potential blow-up and capture its self-similar profile. Our study shows that the n-dimensional
axisymmetric Euler equations with our initial data develop finite-time blow-up when the Hölder
exponent α < α∗, and this upper bound α∗ can asymptotically approach 1 − 2

n
. Moreover, we

introduce a stretching parameter δ along the z-direction. Based on a few assumptions inspired by
our numerical experiments, we obtain α∗ = 1 − 2

n
by studying the limiting case of δ → 0. For

the general case, we propose a relatively simple one-dimensional model and numerically verify its
approximation to the n-dimensional Euler equations. This one-dimensional model sheds useful light
to our understanding of the blowup mechanism for the n-dimensional Euler equations. As shown in
[8], the scaling behavior and regularity properties of our initial data are quite different from those of
the initial data considered by Elgindi in [6].
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1. Introduction. The question regarding the global regularity of the 3D incom-
pressible Euler equations with smooth initial data has been widely recognized as a
major open problem in partial differential equations (PDEs). Depsite a lot of previous
efforts, this question remains unresolved until very recently when Chen and Hou [2]
provided a rigorous justification of the Luo-Hou blow-up scenario with smooth initial
data and boundary [14, 15]. In 2021, Elgindi [6] showed that the 3D axisymmetric Eu-
ler equations with no swirl can develop finite-time singularity for a class of Cα initial
vorticity with very small α > 0. Inspired by Elgindi’s work, we provided numerical ev-
idence for a potential finite-time self-similar singularity of the 3D axisymmetric Euler
equations with no swirl and with Cα initial vorticity for a large range of α ∈ (0, 1/3)
in [8] using a different class of initial data.

In this paper, we extend the numerical study in [8] of the potential finite-time
singularity in axisymmetric Euler equations with no swirl from the 3-dimensional case
to the higher dimensional case. We will also provide more interesting observations
that shed useful light on the potential blowup mechanism. As in our previous paper
[8], we will use an adaptive mesh method and the dynamic rescaling formulation
[7, 1, 3] to study the self-similarity and scaling properties of the potential singularity.
By introducing a parameter δ to control the stretching of the computational domain
and the initial data in the z-axis, we find that the n-dimensional axisymmetric Euler
equations with Cα initial vorticity can develop potential finite-time blow-up when α
is smaller than some critical value α∗, and this critical value α∗ can asymptotically
approach 1− 2

n as δ → 0. This result supports Conjecture 8 of [5] and generalizes it
to the high-dimensional case.

More specifically, we denote by ωθ as the angular vorticity and ψθ as the angular
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stream function. We will use the same change of variables as in [8]:

ωθ(r, z) = rαω1(r, z), ψθ(r, z) = rψ1(r, z).

We make the following self-similar blowup ansatz for ω1 and ψ1:

ω1(x, t) ≈ 1

(T − t)cω
Ω

(
x− x0

(T − t)cl

)
,

ψ1(x, t) ≈ 1

(T − t)cψ
Ψ

(
x− x0

(T − t)cl

)
,

for some constants cω, cψ, cl, x0 and T . Here T is the blow-up time, and x0 is
the location of the self-similar blow-up. The parameters cω, cψ, cl are called scaling
factors. Based on our numerical observations, we make a few assumptions about the
potential blow-up, and study the limiting case of δ → 0. Using a formal asymptotic
analysis inspired by our numerical results, we derive the following scaling relationships
for cl and cω as δ → 0:

cl =
n− 1

n− 2− nα
, cω =

n− 2− α
n− 2− nα

.

In the limiting case of δ → 0, we obtain α∗ = 1 − 2
n , which agrees with our numer-

ical results. Moreover, we propose a relatively simple one-dimensional model that
focuses on the behavior of the n-dimensional axisymmetric Euler equations along the
z-axis. Our numerical experiments confirm that the one-dimensional model is a good
approximation of the original n-dimensional Euler equations, and can develop ap-
proximately the same potential finite-time blow-up as the original Euler equations.
This one-dimensional model can be used as a simplified model to study the finite-time
blow-up of the n-dimensional Euler equations rigorously.

There have been many previous studies of potential finite time singularity of
the 3D incompressible Euler equations with smooth initial data. These include both
analytic studies and numerical investigations. We refer to Part I of this sequence [8]
for more detailed discussions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the setup of
the problem and our numerical method. In Section 3, we present convincing numerical
evidences for a potential self-similar blowup. In Section 4, we study the relationship
between the Hölder exponent α and the space dimension n in the potential self-similar
blowup. We investigate the possible mechanism leading to the potential finite time
blowup of the n-dimensional Euler equations in Section 5. Section 6 is devoted to a
one-dimensional model to study the potential self-similar blowup of the n-dimensional
axisymmetric Euler equations. Some concluding remarks are drawn in Section 7.

2. Problem set up and numerical method. In this section, we first establish
the high-dimensional axisymmetric Euler equations with no swirl, and some basic
properties of the equations, then present the initial data, and the boundary conditions
that we use in our study.

2.1. High-dimensional axisymmetric Euler equations with no swirl. To
start with, we introduce the n-dimensional axisymmetric Euler equations. Let

u(x, t) :Rn × [0, T )→ Rn, and p(x, t) : Rn × [0, T )→ R,
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be an n-D vector field of the velocity and an n-D scalar field of the pressure respec-
tively, where x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn. Then the n-dimensional Euler equations can
be written as

ut + u · ∇u = −∇p,(2.1a)

∇ · u = 0.(2.1b)

Next, we consider a hyper-cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ1, . . . , θn−2, z), which
is related to the Cartesian coordinate system (x1, x2, . . . , xn) via the following relation

x1 = r cos θ1,

x2 = r sin θ1 cos θ2,

...

xn−1 = r sin θ1 · · · sin θn−2
xn = z.

The hyper-cylindrical coordinate system is simply the direct product of a (n − 1)-D
spherical coordinate system with a 1D Cartesian coordinate system. The frame of the
hyper-cylindrical coordinate system can be expressed in the Cartesian coordinate as

er = (cos θ1, sin θ1 cos θ2, . . . , sin θ1 · · · cos θn−2, sin θ1 · · · sin θn−2, 0),

eθ1 = (− sin θ1, cos θ1 cos θ2, . . . , cos θ1 · · · cos θn−2, cos θ1 · · · sin θn−2, 0),

...

eθn−2
= (0, 0, . . . ,− sin θn−2, cos θn−2, 0),

ez = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0, 1).

Similar to the 3D case, we call an n-D vector field v to be axisymmetric if the
following ansatz applies

v = vr(r, z)er + vθ1(r, z)eθ1 + vz(r, z)ez.

In other words, vr, vθ1 , and vz are only functions of (r, z). For such vector field, the
calculus on the curvilinear coordinate [4] of (r, θ1, . . . , θn−2, z) gives

∇ · v =vrr +
n− 2

r
vr +

(n− 3) cot θ1
r

vθ1 + vzz ,

(v · ∇) v =

(
vrvrr + vzvrz −

1

r
vθ1vθ1

)
er +

(
vrvθ1r + vzvθ1z +

1

r
vrvθ1

)
eθ1

+ (vrvzr + vzvzz) ez.

We can see that if there is non-zero “swirl” uθ1 in the initial condition for dimen-
sion n 6= 3, then the incompressibility condition ∇ · u = 0 will inevitably introduce
the dependence on θ1 for the equations, which implies that we cannot obtain a truly
axisymmetric Euler equations for dimension greater than 3. Note that when n = 3,
the incompressibility condition does not introduce any trouble since the third term in
∇ · v vanishes exactly for n = 3 even if there is swirl.

Therefore, to derive the n-dimensional axisymmetric Euler equations with n >
3, we need to impose the “no swirl” assumption uθ1 = 0. Luckily, the “no swirl”
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assumption will be preserved dynamically by the n-D axisymmetric Euler equations.
We remark that the axisymmetric Euler equations offer tremendous computational
saving, which enables us to investigate potential finite time singularity for the general
n-dimensional Euler equations using our current computational resources.

Thus, the axisymmetric n-D Euler equations with no swirl can be written in the
vorticity-stream function form as

ωθt + urωθr + uzωθz =
n− 2

r
urωθ,(2.2a)

−ψθrr − ψθzz −
n− 2

r
ψθr +

n− 2

r2
ψθ = ωθ,(2.2b)

ur = −ψθz , uz =
n− 2

r
ψθ + ψθr ,(2.2c)

where we introduce the angular vorticity ωθ and angular stream function ψθ as ωθ =
urz − uzr and −∆ψθ = ωθ, similar to the 3D axisymmetric Euler equations.

Since we plan to use Cα continuous initial data for the angular vorticity ωθ, we
follow the same change-of-variables as in [8]:

ωθ(r, z) = rαω1(r, z), ψθ(r, z) = rψ1(r, z).(2.3)

Using (ω1, ψ1), an equivalent form of the n-D axisymmetric Euler equations with no
swirl is given below

ω1,t + urω1,r + uzω1,z = −(n− 2− α)ψ1,zω1,(2.4a)

−ψ1,rr − ψ1,zz −
n

r
ψ1,r = ω1r

α−1,(2.4b)

ur = −rψ1,z, uz = (n− 1)ψ1 + rψ1,r.(2.4c)

Roughly speaking, the dimension n controls the strength of the vortex stretching term
−(n− 2−α)ψ1,zω and the z-advection speed uz = (n− 1)ψ1 + rψ1,r. It also modifies
the Poisson equation for ψ1. It seems natural to conjecture that the singularity
formation will be more likely in the high-dimensional case because of the stronger
vortex stretching term −(n− 2− α)ψ1,zω.

Similar to the 3D case, the n-D axisymmetric Euler equations also admit the
conservation of the kinetic energy E, which is defined as

E =
1

2

∫ 1

0

∫ 1/2

0

(
|ur|2 + |uz|2

)
rn−2drdz.

2.2. Self-similar solution. The self-similar blow-up solutions for nonlinear
PDEs are of particular interest in our study. A self-similar solution is when the
local profile of the solution remains nearly unchanged in time after rescaling the spa-
tial and the temporal variables of the physical solution. For example, for (2.4), the
self-similar profile is the ansatz

(2.5)

ω1(x, t) ≈ 1

(T − t)cω
Ω

(
x− x0

(T − t)cl

)
,

ψ1(x, t) ≈ 1

(T − t)cψ
Ψ

(
x− x0

(T − t)cl

)
,

for some constants cω, cψ, cl, x0 and T . Here T is the blow-up time, and x0 is
the location of the self-similar blow-up. The parameters cω, cψ, cl are called scaling
factors.
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Similar to the 3D case, the axisymmetric n-D Euler equations with no swirl (2.4)
admits the following scaling invariant property: if (ω1, ψ1) is a solution of (2.4), then{

1

λατ
ω1

(
x

λ
,
t

τ

)
,
λ

τ
ψ1

(
x

λ
,
t

τ

)}
(2.6)

is also a solution.
Thus if we assume the existence of the self-similar solution (2.5), then the new

solutions in (2.6) should also admit the same ansatz, regardless of the values of λ and
µ. As a result, we must have

cω = 1 + αcl, cψ = 1− cl.(2.7)

Therefore, the self-similar profile (2.6) of (2.4) only has one degree of freedom, for
example cl, in the scaling factors. And as a consequence, we have

‖ωθ(x, t)‖L∞ ∼
1

T − t
, ‖ψ1,z(x, t)‖L∞ ∼

1

T − t
,(2.8)

if the solution is self-similar.

2.3. Boundary conditions, symmetries and initial data. For (2.4), we
impose a periodic boundary condition in z with period 1:

ω1(r, z) = ω1(r, z + 1), ψ1(r, z) = ψ1(r, z + 1).(2.9)

and a pole condition for ψ1 at r = 0 and a no-flow boundary condition for ψ1 at r = 1:

ψ1,r(0, z) = 0, ψ1(1, z) = 0.(2.10)

This would allow us to only focus on the cylinder region

Dcyl = {(r, z) : 0 ≤ r ≤ 1} .

Here at r = 0, ur(0, z) = −rψ0,z = 0, so there is no need for the boundary condition
for ω1 at r = 0. And according to [12, 13], ψθ = rψ1 is at least C2-continuous, so
ψθ must be an odd function of r, and thus we have the pole condition ψ1,r(0, z) = 0.
The condition ψ1(1, z) = 0 implies that the no-flow boundary condition ur(1, z) =
−rψ1,z = 0 is satisfied at r = 1. Therefore, there is no need to introduce a boundary
condition for ω1 at r = 1.

In addition to the boundary conditions, we enforce that (ω1, ψ1) are odd functions
in z:

ω1(r, z) = −ω1(r,−z), ψ1(r, z) = −ψ1(r,−z).(2.11)

And the n-D Euler equations (2.4) will preserve this symmetry dynamically.
Due to the periodicity and the odd symmetry along the z direction, the equations

(2.4) only need to be solved on the half-periodic cylinder

D = {(r, z) : 0 ≤ r ≤ 1, 0 ≤ z ≤ 1/2}

because there is no transport of the flow across its boundaries. Indeed, we have

ur = 0 on r = 0 or 1, and uz = 0 on z = 0 or 1/2.
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Fig. 1. 3D profiles of the initial value −ω◦1 and −ψ◦1 .

Fig. 2. The initial data for the angular vorticity ωθ, when α = 0.5.

Thus, the boundaries of D behave like “impermeable walls”.
Following to the choice in [8], we propose the initial data for ω1 in D as,

ω◦1 =
−12000

(
1− r2

)18
sin(2πz)

1 + 12.5 sin2(πz)
.(2.12)

Notice that (2.12) has a slightly different denominator compared to the initial data
used in [8]. In fact, both choices of the initial data will lead to the similar numerical
phenomenon in the 3D or n-D case, as observed in Section 6 of [8]. However, our
study shows that it takes less time for (2.12) to develop a potential blow-up, because
the initial vorticity will concentrate more near the origin, which helps reduce our
computational cost. Thus we use the above initial data in our study. We solve the
Poisson equation (2.4b) to get the initial value ψ◦1 of ψ1.

Fig. 3. Initial velocity fields ur and uz.
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Fig. 4. A heuristic diagram of the hyperbolic flow.

The 3D profiles of (ω◦1 , ψ
◦
1) can be found in Figure 1. Since most parts of ω◦1 and

ψ◦1 are negative, we negate them for better visual effect when generating figures. In
Figure 2, we show the 3D profile and pseudocolor plot of the angular vorticity ωθ at
t = 0. We can see that there is a sharp drop to zero of −ωθ near r = 0, which is due
to the Hölder continuous of ωθ at r = 0.

We plot the initial velocity field ur and uz in Figure 3. We can see that ur

is essentially positive near z = 0 and negative near z = 1/2 when r is small, and
uz is mainly negative when r is small. Such a pattern suggests a hyperbolic flow
near (r, z) = (0, 0) as depicted in the heuristic diagram Figure 4, which will extend
periodically in z.

Although the initial data are very smooth, the solutions of the n-dimensional
Euler equations quickly become very singular and concentrate in a rapidly shrinking
region. Therefore, we use the same adaptive mesh method to resolve the singular
profile of the solutions as we did in our previous paper [8]. A detailed description of
the adaptive mesh method can be found in [7, 16, 19].

In our algorithm, we adopt a second-order implementation for our adaptive mesh
method. In Section 3.3 of [8], we present resolution study to confirm the order of
accuracy of the adaptive mesh method.

3. Numerical evidence for a potential self-similar singularity. We pro-
vide numerical evidence for the finite-time blow-up in the high-dimensional case. We
will use the setting n = 10, α = 0.5 in this section. More exploration of different
settings of n and α will be studied in the Section 5 and 6.

3.1. Evidence for a potential singularity. On 1024×1024 spatial resolution,
we solve the equations (2.4) until t = 7.9582242× 10−4, where the solution becomes
too singular to be resolved by our numerical method. The zoomed-in profiles of −ω1,
−ψ1, and the velocity fields ur, −uz are shown in Figure 5. We can see that −ω1

seems to primarily depend on z and is very flat as a function of r. In Figure 6, we show
the curves of important quantities of the solution. At the end of the computation,
‖ω1‖L∞ has increased by a factor of around 6.5 × 106, and ‖ω‖L∞ has increased by
a factor of around 515. We define (R1(t), Z1(t)) to be the maximum location of |ω1|.
As the solution approaches the potential blow-up, we observe that R1(t) = 0, and
−ω1 becomes essentially one-dimensional. Notice that Z1(t) decays very fast towards
zero, scaling roughly like (T − t)c with some terminal time T and an exponent c > 1.

We also observe that the double logarithm curve log log ‖ω‖L∞ grows superlinear
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Fig. 5. Zoomed-in 3D profiles of −ω1, −ψ1, ur and −uz at t = 7.9582242 × 10−4 near the
origin (0, 0).

in time, which provides the first evidence that the solution may develop a poten-
tial singularity in finite time. Another strong evidence is the rapid growth of the
time integral

∫ t
0
‖ω(s)‖L∞ds, which may violate the Beale-Kato-Majda non-blow-up

criterion.
The kinetic energy E is a conservative quantity for the n-D axisymmetric Euler

equations with no swirl. After more than 5.5× 104 iterations, the relative change in
the kinetic energy E is less than 1.17 × 10−4. The conservation of energy provides
additional support for the accuracy of our numerical solution.

3.2. Scaling analysis. In Figure 7, we perform scaling analysis for the potential
blow-up. Similar to the 3D case, the scaling invariant property of the n-D Euler
equations implies that if the self-similar blow-up exists, then ‖ω‖L∞ and ‖ψ1,z‖L∞
should scale like 1/(T − t), where T is the blow-up time. In the top row of Figure
7, 1/‖ω‖L∞ or 1/‖ψ1,z‖L∞ as a function of t gives excellent linear fitting with R2

value higher than 0.9998. The blow-up times estimated by the fitting of these two
quantities also match each other very well, with one 8.0134092 × 10−4 and another
8.0134974 × 10−4. It provides further evidence that the our 10-D Euler equations
develop a potential finite-time self-similar singularity.

In the second row of Figure 7, we fit the scaling factors cl and cω from the self-
similar relation ‖ω1‖L∞ ∼ 1/(T − t)cω and Z1 ∼ (T − t)cl . We find the best constant c

for ‖ω‖−1/cL∞ or Z
1/c
1 such that they achieve the highest R2 values when fitting with t.

Our results give cl = 5.75 and cω = 3.95, which satisfies the relation (2.7) cω = 1+αcl
approximately. Moreover, the estimated blow-up times in both cases agree with each
other quite well.

3.3. Dynamic rescaling formulation. The scaling analysis suggests that the
potential singularity is very likely to be self-similar. Therefore, we use the dynamic
rescaling formulation to study the potential self-similar profile of the solution. The dy-
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Fig. 6. Curves of ‖ω1‖L∞ , Z1, ‖ω‖L∞ , log log ‖ω‖L∞ ,
∫ t
0 ‖ω(s)‖L∞ds and E as a function of

time.

namic rescaling formulation captures the potential self-similar profile by dynamically
rescaling the solution to the original equations, and has widely been used in the study
of singularity formation of nonlinear Schrödinger equations as in [17, 10, 11, 9, 18],
and the 3D Euler equations as in [7, 1, 3, 8].

Similar to Section 4 of [8], the dynamic rescaling formulation in the n-D case
becomes

ω̃1,τ +
(
c̃lξ + ũξ

)
ω̃1,ξ +

(
c̃lζ + ũζ

)
ω̃1,ζ =

(
c̃ω − (n− 2− α)ψ̃1,ζ

)
ω̃1,(3.1a)

−ψ̃1,ξξ − ψ̃1,ζζ −
n

ξ
ψ̃1,ξ = ω̃1ξ

α−1,(3.1b)

ũξ = −ξψ̃1,ζ , ũζ = (n− 1)ψ̃1 + ξψ̃1,ξ.(3.1c)

The solution
{
ω̃1, ψ̃1

}
of (3.1) is related to the solution {ω1, ψ1} of (2.4) via the

following way:

(3.2)
ω̃1(ξ, ζ, τ) = C̃ω(τ)ω1

(
C̃l(τ)ξ, C̃l(τ)ζ, t(τ)

)
,

ψ̃1(ξ, ζ, τ) = C̃ψ(τ)ψ1

(
C̃l(τ)ξ, C̃l(τ)ζ, t(τ)

)
,
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Fig. 7. Fitting the scales of ‖ω‖L∞ , ‖ψ1,z‖L∞ , and ‖ω1‖L∞ , Z1.

where we define c̃ψ(τ) = c̃ω(τ) + (1 + α)c̃l(τ) and

C̃ω(τ) = exp

(∫ τ

0

c̃ω(s)ds

)
, C̃ψ(τ) = exp

(∫ τ

0

c̃ψ(s)ds

)
,

C̃l(τ) = exp

(
−
∫ τ

0

c̃l(s)ds

)
, t′(τ) = C̃ψ(τ)C̃l(τ) = C̃ω(τ)C̃−αl (τ).

We choose the scaling parameters {c̃l(τ), c̃ω(τ)} in (3.1) to satisfy the following
normalization conditions impose by us

ω̃1(0, 1, τ) = −1, ω̃1,ζ(0, 1, τ) = 0, for τ ≥ 0.(3.3)

When (3.1) converges to a steady state, the scaling factors {cl, cω} in (2.5) can be
derived from the scaling parameters {c̃l, c̃ω} via

cl = − c̃l
c̃ω + αc̃l

, cω =
c̃ω

c̃ω + αc̃l
, cψ =

c̃ψ
c̃ω + αc̃l

.(3.4)

We use the operator splitting method described in [8] to solve (3.1) with the
normalization conditions (3.3). We observe fast convergence to the steady state using
the solution from the last iteration of the adaptive mesh method as the initial condition
for the dynamic rescaling formulation. In Figure 8, we plot the relative time derivative
strength ‖ω̃1,τ (τ)‖L∞/‖ω̃1(τ)‖L∞ . This relative strength of the time derivative has a
decreasing trend and goes down below 1.78× 10−6 near the end of the computation,
which provides strong evidence that we are close to the steady state.

In Figure 9, we plot the curves of the scaling factors. In the top row, the scaling
factors c̃l, c̃ω that are used in the dynamic rescaling formulation demonstrate good
convergence to a constant value. In the second row, the scaling factors cl, cω that
appear in the self-similar ansatz converge to the value of 5.897 and 3.949 respectively.
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Fig. 8. Curve of the relative time derivative strength ‖ω̃1,τ (τ)‖L∞/‖ω̃1(τ)‖L∞ .

Fig. 9. Convergence curves of the scaling factors using dynamic rescaling method. Top row:
c̃l; and c̃ω. Bottom row: cl and cω.

The estimated values for cl, cω not only match the estimated values from the scaling
analysis, but also satisfy the relation cω = 1 + αcl approximately. This provides
another verification of the validity of our results.

The steady states of −ω̃1 and −ψ̃1 are plotted in Figure 10. We can see that −ω̃1

is very close to be one-dimensional, with little tilt towards ξ = 0.

4. Hölder exponent, anisotropic scaling, and dimension in the potential
self-similar blow-up. In this section, we explore how the Hölder exponent α, the
anisotropic scaling parameter δ, which will soon be introduced, and the dimension n
influence the blow-up of the n-D Euler equations. In Question 7 of [5], the authors
raised the question whether the n-D axisymmetric Euler equations with no swirl would
form a finite-time singularity from smooth initial data when n ≥ 4. While we cannot
provide direct numerical evidence to this equation, our results show that it is very
likely that the n-D axisymmetric Euler equations with no swirl can form singularity
in finite-time if the initial vorticity is Cα with α < 1− 2

n . We can see that as n grows
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Fig. 10. Steady states of −ω̃1 and −ψ̃1, with n = 10 and α = 0.5.

large, there is a wider range of initial data that admits finite-time blow-up. Due to
our design of the initial data, in the limit case n → +∞ the regularity of the initial
data will become almost Lipschitz.

Similar to Section 5 of [8], we stretch the physical domain D = [0, 1] ×
[
0, 12
]

to Dδ = [0, 1] ×
[
0, 1

2δ

]
, and stretch the initial data ω◦1(r, z) to ω◦1(r, δz). Here δ

is the anisotropic parameter controlling the stretch or squeeze. The case of δ = 1
corresponds to no stretch and δ < 1, δ > 1 correspond to stretch and squeeze,
respectively. Instead of redefining the physical domain D and the initial data (2.12),
we define the new variables

ω̂1(r, z, t) = ω1(r, z/δ, t/δ), ψ̂1(r, z, t) = ψ1(r, z/δ, t/δ).(4.1)

Since it does not cause much ambiguity, we still use the symbol ω1 and ψ1 to represent
ω̂1 and ψ̂1 afterwards. With the newly defined variables, the axisymmetric n-D Euler
equations with no swirl are equivalent to

ω1,t + urω1,r + uzω1,z = −(n− 2− α)ψ1,zω1,(4.2a)

−ψ1,rr − δ2ψ1,zz −
n

r
ψ1,r = ω1r

α−1,(4.2b)

ur = −rψ1,z, uz = (n− 1)ψ1 + rψ1,r.(4.2c)

And as a result, the physical domain D and the initial data (2.12) remain formally
unchanged. Comparing (2.4) and (4.2), the only difference is the coefficient before
ψ1,zz the Poisson equation of ψ1.

In the following, for each combination of α, δ and n, we first use the adaptive
mesh method to solve the equations (4.2) close enough to its possible blow-up time,
and then use the dynamic rescaling formulation to continue the computation and
capture the potential self-similar structure.

In Figures 11 and 12, we provide the cross sections of the steady states −ω̃1 and
−ψ̃1 for different α when n = 10 and δ = 1.0. We can see that as α increases, the
steady state becomes flatter in ξ. The cross-section in ζ shows the different decay rates
for different values of α. It is also very interesting to see that the ζ-cross section of
−ψ̃1 seems to be well approximated by a linear function of ζ. In fact, this phenomenon
will become even clearer in the discussion in the next section.

In Figures 13 and 14, we provide the cross sections of the steady states −ω̃1 and
−ψ̃1 for different δ when n = 10 and α = 0.5. We have the following observations:

• the ξ-cross section of −ω̃1 seems to become flat in ξ as δ decreases, which
seems to imply that as δ → 0, −ω̃1 will be a function of ζ only,
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Fig. 11. Cross sections of steady states of −ω̃1 with different α with δ = 1.0 in R10. Top row:
on a local window. Bottom row: on a larger window.

Fig. 12. Cross sections of steady states of −ψ̃1 with different α with δ = 1.0 in R10.

• the ζ-cross section of −ω̃1 seems to be insensitive to the choice of δ,
• the scale of −ψ̃1 seems to grow drastically as δ decreases, and the ζ-cross

section of −ψ̃1 seems to be linear in ζ as δ approaches zero.
The above observation motivates our model for the blow-up mechanism in Section 5.

Moreover, we list the scaling factors for different combination of α and δ in Table
1. The empty cells refer to the situation where we do not observe a potential finite
time blow-up for that particular pair of parameters. We observe that cl monotonically
increases with α and δ. When α and δ are approaching the critical values between
the blow-up and non-blow-up, cl becomes extremely large. In Figure 15, we visualize
the data by plotting 1/cl against α, both for the R3 case and the R10 case. As δ tends
to zero, the relation between 1/cl and α becomes more and more linear. In fact, we
conjecture that it may approach the green dash line as δ approaches zero. We remark
that the green dash line corresponds to a limiting relationship between cl and α that
we conjecture to hold as δ → 0. More specifically, we conjecture the following scaling
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Fig. 13. Cross sections of steady states of −ω̃1 with different δ with α = 0.5 in R10. Top row:
on a local window. Bottom row: on a larger window.

Fig. 14. Cross sections of steady states of −ψ̃1 with different δ with α = 0.5 in R10. Notice
that the left figure has a logarithmic y-axis.

Fig. 15. 1/cl as a function of α, with the guessed limit (in green) for δ = 0.

relationships for cl and cω as δ → 0:

cl =
n− 1

n− 2− nα
, cω =

n− 2− α
n− 2− nα

.(4.3)
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cl
δ

100 10−1 10−2 10−3

α

0.10 2.432 2.330 1.869 1.511
0.20 2.811 2.670 2.148 1.770
0.30 3.363 3.160 2.557 2.141
0.40 4.244 3.939 3.207 2.717
0.50 5.897 5.384 4.385 3.732
0.60 10.16 8.989 7.149 5.996
0.70 47.14 33.14 20.95 15.50
0.71 76.10 46.07 26.10 18.44
0.72 199.8 75.89 34.65 22.77
0.73 - 218.2 51.63 29.75
0.74 - - 101.6 42.93
0.75 - - 3539 77.13
0.76 - - - 381.0

Table 1
The scaling factor cl in R10 for different choice of α and δ.

We will provide some formal derivation of this relationship in Section 5. In both cases
with n = 3 and n = 10, it seems very likely that the curve of 1/cl will become the
green dash line in the limit as δ → 0. The intersection of the green dash line and the
α axis is exactly 1− 2

n , suggesting that cl → +∞.
At the end of this section, we also study how the dimension n influences the

finite-time blow-up. We fix α = 0.1 and δ = 1, and try different choices of dimensions
n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10 using the same initial data (2.12).

In Table 2, we report the estimated blow-up times T and scaling factors cl for
different dimensions. It is not surprising that the blow-up time of the same initial
data is shorter for the higher dimensional case, because the vortex stretching term has
a larger amplification coefficient. However, the scaling factor cl is smaller for larger
n. Intuitively, the velocity component uz seems to be stronger with larger n. This
phenomenon suggests that in the high dimensional case, the dimension-related term
−nr ∂r in the Poisson equation controls ψ1 and therefore weakens the collapsing speed
of the solution. We also remark that the decay of cl with n significantly slows down
in Table 2. It is tempting to speculate if there is a limit of cl as n approaches infinity.

In Figure 16 and 17, we provide the cross sections of the steady states of −ω̃1

and −ψ̃1 from the dynamic rescaling formulation. We observe that the cross sections
change with n. But as n becomes larger than 5, the difference quickly narrows down.
This would give more evidence that there is some non-trivial limit as n goes to infinity.
It would be very interesting to further explore this infinite dimension limit in the
future.

n 3 4 5 6 8 10
104 × T 4.183 3.589 2.877 2.498 2.089 1.866

cl 4.549 3.218 2.851 2.680 2.514 2.432
Table 2

Estimated blow-up times T and scaling factors cl in different dimensions with α = 0.1, δ = 1.
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Fig. 16. Cross sections of steady states of −ω̃1 with different n with α = 0.1, δ = 1. Top row:
on a local window. Bottom row: on a larger window.

Fig. 17. Cross sections of steady states of −ψ̃1 with different n with α = 0.1, δ = 1.

5. Possible mechanism of the potential singularity formation. Currently,
there is a lack of mathematical analysis to explain the numerical phenomenon pre-
sented in Section 3 and Section 4. Therefore, we dig deep into the potential blow-up
solutions and provide some understanding of the singularity formation mechanism.

5.1. The limit of δ → 0. To begin with, we can see from Figure 15 that for
any δ > 0, cl increases with α, and seems to approach infinity at some critical value,
which we denote as α∗. In both cases (n = 3 and n = 10), α∗ increases and seems
to approach 1 − 2

n as δ tends to zero. In our numerical experiments, the value of
α∗ seems to divide the solutions of the n-D Euler equations in three categories. For
α < α∗, we observe potential self-similar blow-up in finite-time; for α > α∗, we have
strong evidence that there is no finite-time blow-up; and for α = α∗, it is hard to
determine whether the solution blows up in finite time, because the quantities are of
critical state. The above phenomenon suggests the following conjecture, which can
be viewed as a high-dimensional generalization of Conjecture 8 of [5]:
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Conjecture 5.1. For any α < 1 − 2
n , there exist Cαc initial vorticity such that

the n-D axisymmetric Euler equations with no swirl develop singularity in finite time.

In addition, the numerical phenomenon highlights the importance of the limiting case
of δ → 0, because in our scenario, this limit gives the widest range of α that admits
potential finite-time blow-up. Therefore, it would be very interesting to study the
limit of δ → 0.

5.2. One-dimensional structure at ξ = 0. It is important to note from Figure
13 that the profile of −ω̃1 tends to become one-dimensional, and the maximum of −ω̃1

always locates at ξ = 0. Therefore, the cross sections of −ω̃1 at ξ = 0 can be used to
characterize the profile of −ω̃1. In the dynamic rescaling formulation (3.1), we restrict
ξ = 0, and use Ω̃1, Ψ̃1 to represent the ζ-cross section of the steady states ω̃1, ψ̃1:

Ω̃1(ζ, τ) = ω̃1(0, ζ, τ), Ψ̃1(ζ, τ) = ψ̃1(0, ζ, τ).

Note that the time dependence in fact disappears here. We reduce (3.1a) to the
following equation for Ω̃1:

Ω̃1,τ +
(
c̃lζ + (n− 1)Ψ̃1

)
Ω̃1,ζ =

(
c̃ω − (n− 2− α)Ψ̃1,ζ

)
Ω̃1.(5.1)

To close the system, we also need to derive a reduced Biot-Savart law along ξ = 0.

5.3. Asymptotic Expansion of Ω̃1 and Ψ̃1. In the limiting case of δ → 0, we
look for an asymptotic expansion of Ψ̃1 as the solution to the Poisson equation. To
this end, we assume the following expansion of Ω̃1, Ψ̃1 in the near field of ζ close to
zero:

Ω̃1(ζ) =

+∞∑
k=0

λ2k+1(δ)ζ2k+1 = λ1(δ)ζ1 + λ3(δ)ζ3 + λ5(δ)ζ5 + · · · ,(5.2a)

Ψ̃1(ζ) =

+∞∑
k=0

κ2k+1(δ)ζ2k+1 = κ1(δ)ζ1 + κ3(δ)ζ3 + κ5(δ)ζ5 + · · · .(5.2b)

Note that here we only keep the odd terms, because the symmetry assumption guar-
antees that Ω̃1, Ψ̃1 are odd functions of ζ. The parameter δ controls the coefficients
of the expansion, and thus influences the singularity formation of the n-D Euler equa-
tions.

We then use numerical methods to study the dependence of the coefficients on δ.
For the first-order coefficients λ1(δ) and ζ1(δ), we have

λ1(δ) = Ω̃1,ζ(0), κ1(δ) = Ψ̃1,ζ(0).

In Figure 18, we set n = 3, α = 0.1, and use δ ∈ {0.001 , 0.002, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05,
0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0} to study the relation of λ1, κ1 with respect to δ. We can see that λ1
seems to remain at a constant scale for this wide range of δ. This is consistent with
the observation in Section 4 that the ζ-cross section of −ω̃1 seems to be insensitive
to the value of δ. This suggests that λ1 = O(1) as δ → 0. We can also see there is a
clear linear relation, up to some perturbation, between log10 δ and log10(−κ1). The
linear fitting suggests that κ1 = O(δ−1.423) as δ → 0.

As for the third-order coefficients λ1(δ) and ζ1(δ), we similarly have

λ3(δ) =
1

6
Ω̃1,ζζζ(0), κ3(δ) =

1

6
Ψ̃1,ζζζ(0).
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Fig. 18. The relation of λ1, κ1 with δ, when n = 3 and α = 0.1.

In Figure 19, we study the relation of λ3, κ3 with respect to δ. Again, λ3 remains at a
constant scale for different values of δ that we computed. And log10(κ3) has a linear
relation with log10 δ. Our study seems to suggest that λ3 = O(1) and κ3 = O(δ−1.091)
as δ → 0. We remark that although the numerical implementation of the third-order
derivative introduces larger errors, we still think κ3 is a lower order term as compared
to κ1. In Table 3, we fit the linear model Ψ̃1 ∼ bζ with no intercept term, for
ζ ∈ [0, 1000]. We can clearly see that as δ approaches zero, the R2 of the linear fitting
increases, which implies that the first-order term κ1(δ)ζ indeed dominates other terms
in the expansion of Ψ̃1.

Fig. 19. The relation of λ3, κ3 with δ, when n = 3 and α = 0.1.

δ 1.0 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.05
1−R2 5.00× 10−2 4.42× 10−2 2.82× 10−2 1.49× 10−2 6.18× 10−3

δ 0.02 0.01 0.005 0.002 0.001
1−R2 1.65× 10−3 6.59× 10−4 3.53× 10−4 2.99× 10−4 1.67× 10−4

Table 3
R2 of the fitting of Ψ̃1 and ζ with no intercept term for 0 ≤ ζ ≤ 1000.

As for the higher-order terms, we expect λ2k+1 = O(1) because Ω̃1 seems to be
insensitive with δ as shown in Figure 13. We also expect κ2k+1 to be lower order
terms of κ1 for k ≥ 1, because we can see in Table 3, the linear fitting of Ψ̃1 improves
as δ decreases in a very wide range ζ ∈ [0, 1000].

In summary, we tend to believe that for the asymptotic expansion (5.2), the
coefficients have the following properties:
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• λ2k+1 = O(1) as δ → 0, for k ≥ 0,
• κ2k+1/κ1 → 0 as δ → 0, for k ≥ 1. In other words, the leading order

expansion for Ψ̃1 is Ψ̃1 ≈ κ1(δ)ζ.

5.4. Scaling Factors of the Self-Similar Profile. With the asymptotic ex-
pansion we obtained above, we turn to (5.1). In the steady state, the time derivative
disappears, and we should have(

c̃lζ + (n− 1)Ψ̃1

)
Ω̃1,ζ =

(
c̃ω − (n− 2− α)Ψ̃1,ζ

)
Ω̃1.(5.3)

Now we plug in the asymptotic expansion (5.2), and compare the coefficients of the
first two non-zero orders to get

λ1 (c̃l + (n− 1)κ1) = λ1 (c̃ω − (n− 2− α)κ1) ,(5.4)

3λ3 (c̃l + (n− 1)κ1) + (n− 1)λ1κ3 = λ3 (c̃ω − (n− 2− α)κ1)− 3(n− 2− α)λ1κ3.
(5.5)

Now we consider the limit of δ → 0. Since κ1 is the more dominating term than κ3,
and λ2k+1 = O(1), the leading order terms of (5.5) need to cancel each other, which
implies that

3λ3 (c̃l + (n− 1)κ1) = λ3 (c̃ω − (n− 2− α)κ1) .(5.6)

We can see from Figure 18, λ1(δ) does not approach zero as δ → 0. If we further
assume that λ3 does not approach zero either as δ → 0, we conclude from (5.4) and
(5.6) that the following relationship must hold true:

c̃l = −(n− 1)κ1, c̃ω = (n− 2− α)κ1.

As a consequence, at the limit δ → 0, (3.4) implies that

cl = − 1

c̃ω/c̃l + α
=

n− 1

n− 2− nα
, cω =

c̃ω/c̃l
c̃ω/c̃l + α

=
n− 2− α
n− 2− nα

.(5.7)

The above limit seems to match pretty well with our numerical results. In Figure
15, we plot this scaling relationship in green. In both n = 3 and n = 10 cases,
the numerical estimate for cl seems to move toward the green line as δ approaches
zero. We also remark that for the prediction of cl, α = 1 − 2

n is the upper bound to
guarantee cl to remain positive, which is required by a self-similar focusing singularity.
This value is consistent with our numerical observation, as concluded in Conjecture
5.1.

We state our second conjecture in this section below:

Conjecture 5.2. For any α < 1 − 2
n , if δ is small enough, the n-dimensional

axisymmetric Euler equations with no swirl and with initial data (2.12) will develop
a self-similar singularity in finite time. When δ → 0, the scaling factor cl of the
self-similar ansatz (2.5) will converge to n−1

n−2−nα .

We remark that the above formal analysis does not provide direct information on
the self-similar profile. Such information would require high-order information in the
expansion.
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6. A one-dimensional model for the potential self-similar blow-up. We
observe that as δ decreases, −ω̃1 will become extremely flat in ξ, and we believe in
the δ → 0 limit, −ω̃1 will eventually become a function of ζ only in a relatively large
domain. Based on this observation, we assume that

ω1(r, z) = ω1(0, z),

and derive a one-dimensional model for the n-D Euler equations.
At r = 0, the velocity fields (2.4c) become ur = 0, uz = (n − 1)ψ1. Therefore,

the vorticity equation (2.4a) becomes

ω1,t(0, z) + (n− 1)ψ1(0, z)ω1,z(0, z) = −(n− 2− α)ψ1,z(0, z)ω1(0, z).

As for the Poisson equation (2.4b), we use the Green’s function Gn,α,δ(r, r
′, z, z′) for

the operator Ln,α,δ = r1−α
(
−∂rr − n

r ∂r − δ
2∂zz

)
. We have

ψ1(r, z) =

∫
(r′,z′)∈D

Gn,α,δ(r, r
′, z, z′)ω1(r′, z′)dr′dz′,

=

∫
(r′,z′)∈D

Gn,α,δ(r, r
′, z, z′)ω1(0, z′)dr′dz′,

and therefore

ψ1(0, z) =

∫ 1/2

0

Hn,α,δ(z, z
′)ω1(0, z′)dz′,

where

Hn,α,δ(z, z
′) =

∫ 1

0

Gn,α,δ(0, r
′, z, z′)dr′.

Putting these equations together, and omitting the r-coordinate when there is no
ambiguity, we have the following closed system in 1D: for z ∈ [0, 1/2], ω1 and ψ1 are
functions of z whose evolution in time is governed by the equations

ω1,t + (n− 1)ψ1ω1,z = −(n− 2− α)ψ1,zω1,(6.1a)

ψ1 = Tn,α,δω1,(6.1b)

where Tn,α,δ is an integral transform with kernel function Hn,α,δ:

Tn,α,δω1 =

∫ 1/2

0

Hn,α,δ(z, z
′)ω1(z′)dz′.

6.1. The Kernel Function Hn,α,δ. We look for a more explicit expression for
the kernel Hn,α,δ.

We first undo the change-of-variable (4.1) that stretches the z-direction, and work
on the equation

−ψ1,rr − ψ1,zz −
n

r
ψ1,r = ω1r

α−1,

using the original r and z variables with z ∈
[
0, 1

2δ

]
.

Following the idea in [7], we view

−∂rr −
n

r
∂r − ∂zz,
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as the Laplacian operator in the (n+2)-dimensional space for axisymmetric functions.
The fundamental solution for the (n+ 2)-dimensional Laplace equation is

Φ0(x) =
Γ(n/2)

4πn/2+1

1

|x|n
,

for x ∈ Rn+2.
Now, since we have zero Dirichlet boundary conditions at r = 1, z = 0, z = 1/2δ,

we can obtain the Green’s function for the above equation by properly symmetrizing
the fundamental solution of the Laplace equation. Finally we redo the change-of-
variable (4.1) and get

Gn,α,δ(r, r
′, z, z′) =

1

δ

∑
m∈Z

(
Gn,α

(
r, r′,

z +m

δ
,
z′

δ

)
−Gn,α

(
r, r′,

−z +m

δ
,
z′

δ

)
− Gn,α

(
1, rr′,

z +m

δ
,
z′

δ

)
+Gn,α

(
1, rr′,

−z +m

δ
,
z′

δ

))
,

where

Gn,α(r, r′, z, z′) =
2n−2

π

Γ(n/2)2

Γ(n)

r′
n+α−1

An/2
2F1 (n/2, n/2, n,B) ,

with Γ being the Gamma function, 2F1 being the Gauss hypergeometric function, and

A = (r + r′)
2

+ (z − z′)2 , B = 4rr′/A.

In fact, it is easy to check that Gn,α,δ satisfies the boundary conditions:

Gn,α,δ(1, r
′, z, z′) = Gn,α,δ(r, r

′, 0, z′) = Gn,α,δ(r, r
′, 1/2, z′) = 0.

We notice that the Gaussian hypergeometric function 2F1 has the property that

2F1(n/2, n/2, n, 0) = 1. Therefore, we know that

Gn,α(0, r′, z, z′) =
2n−2

π

Γ(n/2)2

Γ(n)

r′
n+α−1(

r′2 + (z − z′)2
)n/2 ,

Gn,α(1, 0, z, z′) = 0.

And thus we have

Gn,α,δ(0, r
′, z, z′) =

2n−2

π

Γ(n/2)2

Γ(n)

∑
m∈Z

 δn−1r′
n+α−1(

δ2r′2 + (z +m− z′)2
)n/2 − δn−1r′

n+α−1(
δ2r′2 + (z −m+ z′)

2
)n/2

 .

Finally, we arrive at an expression for Hn,α,δ:

Hn,α,δ(z, z
′) =

2n−2

π

Γ(n/2)2

Γ(n)

1

δ1+α

∫ δ

0

∑
m∈Z

 rn+α−1(
r2 + (z +m− z′)2

)n/2 − rn+α−1(
r2 + (z −m+ z′)

2
)n/2

 dr.
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From Hn,α,δ, we can also find the integral transform for ψ1,z:

ψ1,z(z) =

∫ 1/2

0

∂zHn,α,δ(z, z
′)ω1(z′)dz′,

with

∂zHn,α,δ(z, z
′) =

n2n−2

π

Γ(n/2)2

Γ(n)

1

δ1+α

∫ δ

0

∑
m∈Z

 rn+α−1 (z +m− z′)(
r2 + (z +m− z′)2

)n/2+1
− rn+α−1 (z −m+ z′)(

r2 + (z −m+ z′)
2
)n/2+1

dr.

We remark that for z, z′ such that z − z′ /∈ Z, we have Hn,α,δ(z)→∞ as δ → 0.
This matches with our numerical observation in Section 5 that the leading order
expansion Ψ̃1 ≈ κ1(δ)ζ with κ1 →∞ as δ → 0.

Fig. 20. Profiles of Hn,α,δ and ∂zHn,α,δ as functions of z′ for different α with (n, δ) = (3, 0.01)
and z = 0.002.

Fig. 21. Profiles of Hn,α,δ and ∂zHn,α,δ as functions of z′ for different δ with (n, α) = (3, 0.1)
and z = 0.002.

In Figure 20, 21, and 22, we show the profiles of the kernel functions Hn,α,δ and
∂zHn,α,δ for various combinations of (n, α, δ). Figure 20 shows that the smaller α
will make Hn,α,δ and ∂zHn,α,δ larger in scale. And this corresponds to the fact that
smaller α is easier to develop the blow-up. Figure 21 suggests that the kernel functions
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Fig. 22. Profiles of Hn,α,δ and ∂zHn,α,δ as functions of z′ for different n with (α, δ) =
(0.1, 0.01) and z = 0.002.

grow fast as δ approaches zero. Indeed, we can formally expand Hn,α,δ as

Hn,α,δ =
1

δ

(
1

n+ α
A0 −

n

2(n+ α+ 2)
A2 +

n(n+ 2)

8(n+ α+ 4)
A4 + · · ·

)
,

with

Ak =
∑
m∈Z

(
δn+k

(z +m− z′)n+k
− δn+k

(z −m+ z′)
n+k

)
.

When z and z′ are at the scale of δ and when δ is small, the infinite sum in Ak will

be dominated by the term δn+k

(z−z′)n+k = 1
((z−z′)/δ)n+k . And this explains why it looks

like that the kernel function Hn,α,δ is roughly proportional to 1/δ. In Figure 22, we
see that as the dimension n increases, the profile of Hn,α,δ seems to become shorter
and thinner, which makes the velocity component uz smaller. This phenomenon is
consistent with Table 2 where larger n tends to have slower collapsing speed.

As a possible future study, it is interesting to investigate how the integral trans-
form Tn,α,δ influences the vortex stretching term. If our observation is correct, this
1D model will converge to the original equations as δ → 0. But for this 1D model we
have a more explicit, though complicated surrogate for the Poisson equation. It would
be very interesting to see the interaction between ω1 and the leading order term in the
kernel function ∂zHn,α,δ for ψ1,z. This will potentially explain the blow-up mechanism
in our scenario and may provide crucial insight to our conjectures.

6.2. Numerical Simulation. We note that our assumption of the 1D structure
of ω1 only approximately holds true when δ is very small and the solution is already
very close to the steady state. Therefore, we simulate the 1D system numerically using
the late stage solution of the equations (2.4) as the initial data. To better resolve the
singular profile of ω1, we also introduce the dynamic rescaling formulation of (6.1):

ω̃1,τ +
(
c̃lζ + (n− 1)ψ̃1

)
ω̃1,ζ =

(
c̃ω − (n− 2− α)ψ̃1,ζ

)
ω̃1,(6.2a)

ψ̃1 = T ′n,α,δω̃1.(6.2b)

Here the integral transform for ψ̃1 is T ′n,α,δ. This is to distinguish from Tn,α,δ be-
cause they correspond to the different domains (D and D′) with different boundary
conditions.
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We consider the settings of (n, α) = (3, 0.1) and (n, α) = (10, 0.5), both with
δ = 0.001, as the assumption of our model requires δ to be very small. In Figure
23, we demonstrate the convergence of the scaling factors cl. We can see that the
converged scaling factors cl in both cases are very close to what we obtained with the
original Euler equations. In fact, in both cases the relative difference for cl is smaller
than 2.7× 10−4.

Fig. 23. Convergence of the scaling factors cl in two cases.

Fig. 24. The comparison of 1D steady states of −ω̃1 in two cases.

In Figure 24, we also compare the steady state of the 1D function ω1(z) in (6.2)
with that obtained by solving the original equations (3.1). We can see that there is no
visible difference between the steady states from the 1D model (6.2) and the original
equations (3.1). The relative differences in sup-norm for the two cases are at most
4.3× 10−3, 2.3× 10−3 respectively.

7. Concluding remarks. Together with the previous work in [8], we have pro-
vided convincing numerical evidence that the n-dimensional axisyemmtric Euler equa-
tions with no swirl and Cα initial vorticity develops potential finite-time blow-up.
The scaling analysis and the dynamic rescaling formulation seem to imply that the
potential blow-up is self-similar. This potential blow-up is demonstrated to be com-
putationally robust with respect to the perturbation of initial data, suggesting that
the underlying blow-up mechanism is generic and insensitive to the initial data. By
introducing a parameter δ to control the stretching of the computational domain and
the initial data in the z-axis, we found that the Cα Hölder continuous initial data
can develop potential finite-time blow-up when the Hölder exponent α is smaller than
some α∗, and this upper bound α∗ can asymptotically approach 1− 2

n as δ → 0. This
result supports Conjecture 8 of [5] and generalizes it to the high-dimensional case.
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Our numerical observations inspired us to make a few assumptions about the
potential blow-up, and to study the limiting case of δ → 0. Based onhese assumptions,
we provide some formal derivation that α∗ = 1 − 2

n in the limiting case of δ → 0,
which agrees with our numerical results. For the general case of δ, we noted that the
potential self-similar profile tends to have a one-dimensional structure along the z-axis.
We further proposed a simple one-dimensional model to capture the leading order
behavior of the n-dimensional Euler equations. Our numerical experiments showed
that the one-dimensional model is a good approximation of the original equations
and can develop approximately the same potential finite-time blow-up as the original
n-dimensional Euler equations. We believe that this one-dimensional model captures
the leading order behavior of finite-time blow-up of the original n-dimensional Euler
equations and can be potentially used to study the finite time blowup of the original
Euler equations.
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